The Indorama
Group
Indorama Corporation began its humble
journey in 1976 under the able leadership of
Mr. S.P. Lohia with the establishment of its
first spun yarns manufacturing unit in
Indonesia.
Over a span of four decades, the Company
has grown exponentially and branched out
with 70 manufacturing units spanning 28
countries in 4 continents. With an enriched
talent pool of more than 30,500 people from
30+ nationalities, the group now has
presence in China, Canada, Czech
Republic, Denmark, France, Germany,
Ghana, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico, Myanmar,
Malaysia, Netherlands, Nigeria, Poland,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Spain, Senegal,
Thailand, Turkey, UK, USA and Uzbekistan.
Company ventured into the world of
Petrochemicals and today is the leading
Asian manufacturer of Polyethylene,
Polypropylene, Polyester Filament as well
as Spun Yarns, Fabrics and Medical Gloves.
Expanding into varied segments and across
the globe, Indorama Corporation is the
largest producer of Olefin & Polyolefin and of
Urea Fertilizer in West Africa. In Sub
Saharan Africa it is the largest manufacturer
of Phosphate Fertilizer. Providing its support
to the environment, the company is also the
largest Recycler in Europe.

70 Manufacturing Sites, 28 Countries, 4 Continents

Indorama Group continues to create ripples
across the world with a formidable outreach
to 90 countries through its diverse range of
industrial products which has yielded a
turnover of USD 14 Billion. A name to reckon
within the industrial fraternity, today
Indorama enjoys leadership positions that of
being the world's largest integrated
manufacturer of Polyester and the only
producer of PET across three continents as
well as one of the largest producers of PTA in
the world.

INVIYA® is developed by keeping you in mind.
The production of INVIYA® “The New Freedom
Fiber™” commenced with one thing in mind that
is “FREEDOM of MOVEMENT”. Freedom to feel
free and comfortable in what we wear and to
break the restrictions laid on us by what we wear.
INVIYA® is made to make your wishes come true.
We all want every one of our garment to fit us
perfectly, to be comfortable, to complement what
we are, to stretch with us in our every move, to
support our lifestyle and to make us feel free. So,
we developed INVIYA® to make your wishes
come true.
With an all-around quality stretch experience
with INVIYA® in core, you won't feel restricted in
your denims, those beloved leggings won't get
saggy, that favorite pair of t-shirt won't lose its
perfect fit, your cherished intimate wear won't
make you uncomfortable and those active wear
clothing will now stretch beyond belief.
INVIYA® lets you experience clothing like never
before and freedom of movement you only
dreamed about. We believe in creating our own
trend and pushing the limits.

Taking “Make in India” initiative to heart, INVIYA®
is the first new age spandex fiber produced in
INDIA.
Made with advanced polymer having long lasting
elasticity with robust performance during all textile
processes, it exhibits exceptional qualities of
stretch and recovery, it provides perfect fit and
shape with enhanced comfort and freedom of
movement in garments.
INVIYA® fiber can stretch up to five times of its
original length with excellent recovery providing
long lasting fit and shape to the garment.
®

INVIYA I–400 is a new series “4th generation” of
spandex fiber by Indorama specifically developed
for wide applications. Having various properties
as:
ŸHIGH ELONGATION

Enabling it to operate at wider drafting zones in
core spinning, draw texturing and circular knitting.

ŸCOMPATIBLE PROPERTIES

"Dull white color" which is compatible with
majority of textile raw materials / products
ŸBETTER FRICTIONAL PROPERTIES

Reduced chances of filamentation
Ÿ HIGH RESISTANCE TO WET PROCESSING
CHEMICALS

High resistance to wet processing chemicals
ŸHIGH HEAT RESISTANCE PROPERTIES

INVIYA® I–400 sustains severe processing and
washing conditions
ŸHIGH STRETCH POWER

INVIYA® I–400 retains its high stretch power even
after re-dyeing and repeated washes
ŸCHLORINE RESISTANT
Provides softer feel to garments and protects
garments during processing and washing

KNITTED FABRIC
Circular Knit fabrics with
INVIYA® find wide usage in
clothing and performance wear
imparting necessary stretch
enhancing comfort with perfect
fit and shape. To impart stretch
in circular knit fabrics, INVIYA®
bare spandex filament yarn is
introduced during circular
knitting though spandex
feeding mechanism along with
hard yarn at pre determined
level of draft.
INVIYA® has excellent capacity
to stretch maximum to 5 times
of its original length however
the stretch percentage in the
knitted fabric can be varied
depending upon the quality of
fabric engineering.
In addition to stretch property of
INVIYA® it has higher and
appropriate modulus to
maintain the required pressure
of fabric on body while used
over a long period. INVIYA® has
balanced property in terms of
resistance to heat. With
INVIYA ® , the stretch and
recovery power of the fabric is
well retained even after
repeated washes/ processes.

AIR COVERED
YARN
Air covered yarn is
manufactured by creating a
physical intermingle of INVIYA®
yarn with any other synthetic
filament like Polyester or Nylon
by the help of compressed air
applied through a nozzle.
INVIYA® products are suitable
for application during draw
texturizing process at various
drafts as per the required

stretch in the covered yarn. It
can be applied on both the type
of attachments i.e. with autospool changer and manualspool changer of spandex
spools without affecting the
performance. INVIYA® can run
on high speed texturizing
machine keeping the efficiency
high.

CORE SPUN YARN
A yarn spinning process by
which INVIYA® yarn is covered
with a sheath of staple fibers to
produce a stretchable yarn.
Current product type INVIYA®
I-400 is suitable for Core
Spinning application with all
type of attachments available in
the market. It may be an old
type attachment without auto
stop motion or modern one with
auto stop motion sensors.
I N V I YA ® h a s e x c e l l e n t
performance in Core Spinning
at various running drafts.
Uniform run-ability of Spools
maintains the performance and
properties of INVIYA® between
start, middle and bottom of
spool. Not only that, INVIYA®
also has controlled/ reduced
lapping behavior during
spinning.
It can run at high speed without
breakages thereby increasing
efficiency of Ring Frame.
Stretch and recovery in finished
fabric is well maintained and
robustness of INVIYA® keeps its
properties intact even after
several rigorous processes and
washes. It has the strong ability
to withstand high heat set
temperature applied on
different stenters without
affecting its properties.

Indorama Industries Limited (IIL) is a part of
Indorama Corporation (Singapore). Indorama
Corporation is one of Asia's leading chemical
holding companies. Its origins trace back to 1975
with the start-up of P.T Indo-Rama Synthetics in
Indonesia by its founders, Mr. M.L. Lohia and his
son Mr. S.P. Lohia.
Today, Indorama manufactures a multitude of
products including Polyethylene, Polypropylene,
Polyester, Fertilizers, Textiles, and Medical
Gloves.
With increasing opportunities offered by the
textile, clothing and organized retail industry,
Indorama Corporation ventured into India with
Indorama Industries Limited (IIL) and set up a
green field project to produce Spandex Filament
Yarns at Baddi, Himachal Pradesh.

The state of art plant is equipped with the latest
technology in continuous polymerization i.e.
Dry-Spun technology to produce spandex yarn
in the range of 15 Denier to 140 Denier.

The company aims to provide marketing
support to create global demand for fabrics
produced using its branded spandex and also
provides hangtag support to retailers.

The company produces an advanced spandex
fiber under the brand name of INVIYA® that can
be readily used together with cotton or synthetic
filament yarns to produce fashion apparel with
unparalleled qualities and value addition.

To strengthen our developmental activities, a
pilot plant with polymerisation capacity of
1000 Kgs/day was set up in year 2016, which is
replica of main manufacturing unit. This facility
is being used for polymer improvisation to
develop new polymer recipes for various
functional properties and render greater
robustness to garments after chemical
processing.

This domestic facility makes sure that the lead
time for sourcing is decreased significantly for
the customers in Indian sub-continent.
IIL believes in strong emphasis on new product
development and technical services to satisfy
the working and functional requirements of
various end users, thus maintaining a state-ofart “Application and Development” cell in its
plant.

This asset has provided us flexibility to
undertake collaborative developmental
activities with some key customers in textile
and clothing chain.

Innerwear is known to function well in
guise of second skin. It is meant to
pamper the skin and provide feeling of
comfort to the user.
It may be worn by us because of
different reasons, but everyone
agrees to the fact that “to be that
charming yourself all day your
intimate wear needs to be supportive,
comfortable and should allow you
freedom of movement”. Keeping this
in mind we have developed new
INVIYA®, which when used in your
intimate wear provides you support at
right areas, gives that snuggly feeling
all day, provides that desired fit, and
gives you the sense of freedom.
With INVIYA® in your innerwear, you
will fall in love with your body and
yourself over and over again.

Whether it is jeans or
jackets, denim has
become a staple fashion
fabric in the lives of many
across the globe.
High quality denim:
ŸProvides

unparalleled

support
ŸP r o v i d e s

ease and
comfort of wear

ŸProvides

freedom of

movement
I-400 of INVIYA® is now the
best companion for denim,
giving you the desired fit,
shape, prolonged comfort,
breathing space and
durability. It also offers the
best denim experience by
giving the wearer
consistent freedom of
movement through
superior stretch, day after
day.

Working out or playing a sport
requires you to push your
limits and, for this to happen
you need to be in
comfortable gears.
Active wear is meant to
support you, stretch
e a s i l y, p o s s e s s
good recovery, be
of perfect fit, be
comfortable and
allow you to move
f r e e l y. T h e s e
attributes play a
vital role in making
your workout from an
average one to an amazing
one.

INVIYA® “The freedom fiber™" lets
you be you…

Trends change everyday, but the one trend that INVIYA®
follows year after year is encouraging all to set their own
trends and be what they truly are.
INVIYA® represents freedom, the freedom to express
yourself and your style. Styles may vary, but we are there
to provide fashionistas with everlasting comfort, free flow
of movement, desired fit, and soft feel, facilitating the
wearers to be more confident and be bolder version of
themselves.
Now dare to be yourself without compromising on comfort,
fit or quality with INVIYA®.

®

L o w s h r i n k a g e I N V I YA
contributes to these properties in
garments and has earned it's
distinction in Active wear clothing
with its properties of extended
durability to undergo the stress of
work outs.
®

So, now with INVIYA dare to do
those extra set of squats, that
challenging yoga asanas or run
few miles extra.
Unfold and push your limits with
®
INVIYA infused garments.

Be a better, bolder and confident version of Uniqueness,
with garments made with INVIYA®.

Swimming is a sport or a fun hobby or pastime that
can rejuvenate the mind and body. Pro-swimmers
or enthusiasts both know that improper swim wear
creates drag in water and holds you back from a
rewarding swimming experience.
This is why your swim wear must reduce drag in
water and boost performance while providing you
the maximum comfort and allowing you to move
freely. Swimwear made with INVIYA® allows you to
swim with less resistance, aiding your body to
glide through water better while maintaining the
desired fit and style.The chemistry of INVIYA® also
renders resistance to chlorine, which is part of
pool hygiene.

TROUSERS
Over past few years, comfort and stretch have got
into trousers and have become an integral part of the
corporate work wear as well as leisurewear.
Trousers with INVIYA® infused yarns are comfortable
as they stretch with body and body's movement, thus
acting like a second skin.

Swimwear with INVIYA® in its core fits you like a
second skin and allows you to experience
swimming like never before, in style.

Approximately 2% spandex is used in the comfort
stretch trousers, which makes them more
comfortable, provides drape and maintains the
formal appeal and helps in shape retention for longer
period.
INVIYA® I-400, is developed by keeping in mind all
these desired properties, which when used in making
trousers not only gives them the comfort feel and
freedom to move in but also enhances their look.

SOCKS
Socks have changed from being just a clothing to keep us warm to a new fashion
trend in this era. You can find socks be worn as an accessory to compliment a
dress/suit worn or to grab all the attention directly. No matter how you perceive
their use to be or actually wear them, you always want them to be really
comfortable and to fit you properly because you literally live in them the whole
day.
Socks having INVIYA® in them not only stretches to give you a perfect fit but also
that soft feel and comfort, so you can feel the freedom of movement all day. Also
INVIYA® makes your socks more durable and helps to retain its original shape, so
you don't have to part with your favorite pair too soon.
LEGGINGS
Leggings need to be super comfy, durable, perfect fitting and should allow you to
move freely.
INVIYA® when used to make your leggings with its super stretch property gives
you the perfect fit and the freedom of movement without compromising on the
desired comfort and durability. INVIYA® not only provides you all this but also
helps you to make a fashion statement everyday while being perfectly
comfortable in your own skin.
So, wear it with pride, and ask for INVIYA® in your leggings.

SAFETY GLOVES

SHAPE WEAR
Thinking of shape-wear making you feel trapped
and uncomfortable? We understand that, and
that's why we believe in redefining shape-wear
with our new advance fibre INVIYA®. Rediscover
shape-wear with us.
Shapewear made from INVIYA® not only carefully
moulds and sculpts your body, but while doing so,
also provides you amazing comfort, freedom to
move, the desired fit and required control
supported by the high elongation properties and
smooth surface of the elastomeric yarn. The next
time you think of shapewear, think about comfort,
and think about freedom of movement - think
about INVIYA®.

MEDICAL APPLICATION
The landscape of INVIYA® has expanded beyond
the clothing and textile and now it is being used in
medical textile applications too. The products in
medical applications where spandex is used
includes bandages, varicose vein stocking,
hoses, back braces, maternity care, fitted sheets
and microbead pillows etc.
The physical attribute of high elongation of
INVIYA® (more than 530%) coupled with superior
elastic recovery properties makes it a perfect fit
for use in medical textiles as well.
®

INVIYA is making its mark in the domain of
medical applications.

®

ªINVIYA fibre can stretch up to 5 times of its original

length with excellent recovery providing long lasting fit
and shape to the garment
ªPower Stretch and High Modulus to maintain the

required pressure of fabric on body for longer durations
ªHigh Retention Power and Long lasting elasticity
ªHigh Durability even after repeated washes and use
ªLogistical Advantage to the Indian Subcontinent
ªUnparalleled Customer and Technical Services
ªDedicated Research and Development Team
ªFirst and only Spandex producing facility in the Indian

Sub-Continent
ªState-of Art infrastructure with world class facilities
ªFully dedicated application and development lab and

pilot plant

Why INVIYA®?
INVIYA® is produced by latest continuous polymerization and dry spun
technology, which being resistant to all textile processes not only
helps the fabric manufacturers but also provides a huge benefit to
garment manufacturers.
End garment infused with INVIYA® offers the exceptional properties of
comfort and best fit.
Also INVIYA® is the only spandex fibre which is produced in India and
Indian Subcontinent, thus benefiting the various segments of textile
industry in India as well as abroad with the easy access to INVIYA®
due to its short lead time and proximity of supply chain.

As a responsible corporate citizen, Indorama is ª Blood donation drive is held every year to make
conscious of its obligations to the environment and sure people are aware of its importance and are
society at large. IIL manufacturing facility at Baddi encouraged to do so
is a Zero Waste Discharge plant with Low Carbon ªDistribution of plant saplings to local
foot print and equipped with Solar Powered Panels administration in Baddi, which in turn distributed
for street lights.
it to various schools in vicinity encouraging
Some of the key initiatives taken by Indorama as students to be more responsible towards
environment by planting trees
part of CSR activities include:
ªCelebration of "Environment day" – by planting
ªFinancial aid to girls for their school fees, uniform
various plants in Lodhimajra Industrial area, and
and admission charges
industrial neighborhood
ªDistributing warm clothes during winters to the
ªContributing to “Swach Bharat Abhiyaan” we
needy and poor kids in nearby villages
organized “Cleanliness Drive” in various slum
ªBuilding bus shelters at Baddi to protect
schools in Baddi
passengers from extreme heat and rain
ªPromoting better sanitation and hygiene in These are some small stepping-stones in the
endeavor to be a responsible organization and in
nearby villages
ªGreen belt development in the plant as well as in improving the environment and living conditions of
the community. We are continuously striving to
the surrounding vicinity
take a leadership position in CSR activities in our
ªConducting free medical camps for workers and
region.
families in nearby villages

Comparison With Competitors
INVIYA® is ahead of its competitors because of its high quality control standards.
A brief comparison of our product range specifications with our competitors at a glance.

20 Denier
Properties

Unit

Test Result
INVIYA® I-400 Competitior A Competitior B Competitior C

Denier

g

20.4

19.4

19.63

20.18

L-300

gf

6.7

7.7

10.2

10.1

Tenacity

gf/d

1.33

1.22

1.39

1.09

Elongation

%

497

463

416

447

Pre-draft

%

14.6

11.0

9.63

13.57

ER

%

97.8

96.2

98.0

97.3

40 Denier
Properties

Unit

Test Result
®

INVIYA I-400 Competitior A Competitior B Competitior C

Denier

g

40.4

40.4

39.55

40.93

L-300

gf

12.9

16.1

17.7

9.3

Tenacity

gf/d

1.19

1.24

1.18

1.15

Elongation

%

501

466

424

441

Pre-draft

%

8.93

9.75

7.2

13.5

ER

%

97.3

96.3

96.6

98.0

70 Denier
Properties

Unit

Test Result
®

INVIYA I-400 Competitior A Competitior B Competitior C

Denier

g

71.1

71.3

69.5

71.79

L-300

gf

17.0

21.3

22.0

21.0

Tenacity

gf/d

1.02

1.05

1.11

1.04

Elongation

%

528

515

491

518

Pre-draft

%

8.23

9.3

8.0

12.3

ER

%

97.1

97.0

98.0

98.0

Certificates
We have been recognized for our offerings far and wide on national as well as international levels from time
to time. Our certifications are evidence of our impeccable quality and of our exceptional practices of
management systems which we follow.

®

INVIYA I-400
LONG LASTING STRETCH & HIGH RECOVERY
INVIYA® I-400 is improvised polymer variant of premium elastomeric yarn, which renders greater
mechanical strength and immunity from chemicals like alkali, bleach, acids and chlorine. These are
complemented by long lasting elasticity and ease of handling during series of mechanical processing of
textile manufacturing.
As a result, the garments with infused INVIYA® I-400 have provided near perfect fit and shape with
enhanced comfort & freedom of movement.
This polymer improvisation is result of extensive feedback from end customers coupled with research and
developmental efforts, which have been validated at multiple places under strenuous circumstances of
textile processing.
The physical properties of polymer enable yarn conversion to take place at higher operating speeds and
provide a wide window of smooth operations, which is possible by typically high value of elongation and
inter-filament cohesion. The garment made from INVIYA® retains its shape and functional properties after
multiple washes and under normal exposure to atmospheric conditions.
Highly recommended for denims, bottom weight fabrics, active wear, shape wear, intimate wear, leggings
and medical application, INVIYA® I-400 is available in denier range from 20 to 140.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF INVIYA® I-400
INVIYA® I-400/ Denier
No. of filments
Luster
Denier
Tenacity (gf/den)
Elongation (%)
Modulus (300%)
Net Weight/ spool (g)

20
1
Semi Dull
20 ± 1.2
> 1.10
> 475
> 5.0
500

30
2
Semi Dull
30 ± 1.4
> 1.00
> 480
> 7.0
500

40
3
Semi Dull
40 ± 1.6
> 1.00
> 480
> 9.5
500/600

70
4 or 5
Semi Dull
70 ± 2
> 1.00
> 500
> 14.0
500

140
10
Semi Dull
140 ± 5
> 0.65
> 480
> 30.0
500

Iran

*Details of other deniers are available on request.

INVIYA® I-400 is suitable for all applications (CK, Hosiery, ACY, SCY, DCY and CSY).
Processing guidelines:
INVIYA® I-400 can be heat -set at temperature ranging from 180°C to 200°C with dwell time of 30-45 seconds.
Trials can be conducted to optimize the temperature and time.

Nepal

Tunisia
For specific applications please refer Application Manual#.
#ApplicationManuals are also available on http://www.inviya.com/product_category/inviya-applications/
Handling and Storage:
Proper care should be taken while handling heavy boxes and the spools.
INVIYA® I-400 fiber can be stored in normal, dry and cool conditions however keep it away from sparks, flames,
heat and sunlight.

Ecuador

Mauritius

For further information please contact info@indorama.in
INVIYA® is the registered trade mark of Indorama Industries Limited.
Disclaimer: The information and recommendations about
the usage of product are given in good faith and believed
to be correct. Indorama Industries Limited makes no
representations or warranties as to the completeness
or accuracy of information. Information is supplied
upon the condition that the user will make their own
determination as to its suitability for their purposes
prior to use. In no event will Indorama Industries
Limited will be responsible for damages of any nature
whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance upon
information or the product to which information refers.
No representations or warranties, either express or implied,
of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or of any
other nature are made hereunder with respect to information or
the product to which information refers.

South Africa

®

INVIYA is exporting to 30 countries & still counting...

UK
Czech Republic
Luxembourg
Spain

Myanmar

Ghana

Malaysia

70 Manufacturing Sites, 28 Countries
Ireland
PX, PTA, PET, Fiber,
EO, EG

Fiber

Fiber, PET, TCF

PET Bottles

Spandex, PET

PET Bottles

France
PET

Ghana
PET, Fiber

PET

Luxembourg

UK

Spain
TCF

Ireland

Canada

Fiber

PTA

Phosphates

Head Office
Plant

Olefins, PET, Urea

TCF

Myanmar

PET, PTA, IPA

Gloves

PET Bottles

Fiber

Czech Republic
PET, Spun Yarns

PET Bottles

Viscose Fiber

PET, Fiber, PTA,
Spun Yarns, Fabrics,
Gloves, Real Estate

PTA, Fiber, PET,
rPET, Wool Yarns ,
PET Bottles
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